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Introduction 
In today ‘ s progressively competitory and complex environment, the 

thought of descrying and fixing the following coevals of leading is 

systematically referred to by executives and boards as one of the most 

critical concern precedences confronting every concern. The uncertainnesss 

in the market place are driving all organisations to pull off their sequence 

programs good. 

Tesco PLC is non exempted as Terry Leahy has announced his surrender 

from the company following twelvemonth, a important clip for the company- 

their entry into the US market. His surrender could travel a long manner to 

impact morale as the company launches out into the US market. 

This study will foreground the successes of Sir Terry Leahy, his direction 

manner and the likely effects his surrender next twelvemonth might hold on 

Tesco 

Summary of Terry Leahy ‘ s successes at Tesco 
Sir Terry Leahy is a theoretical account director who started at the underside

of the supermarket group and worked his manner to the top. His function as 

a Marketing Director and finally a CEO contributed vastly in doing Tesco non 

merely a market leader but with a portion every bit great as his following two

biggest challengers i. e Sainsbury and Asda. He replicated this winning 

scheme abroad through the gap of Tesco mercantile establishments in other 
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parts of Europe such as Hungary and Asia at the same clip widening the local

scope of of Tesco trade names from food markets, electrical, furniture etc. 

He has run the organisation with more than 400, 000 employees, about 5, 

000 mercantile establishments and ? 63 billion of turnover. 

Below is a table screening some indexs ( fiscal ) crossing the period from 

1997 to 2010 

1997 

2010 
Group turnover ex VAT 

13, 887 

56, 910 

UK turnover ex VAT 

13, 118 

38, 558 

Rest of Europe turnover ex VAT 

769 

8, 704 

Group operating net income 

774 
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3, 412* 

Group capex 

758 

3, 100 

UK shops 

568 

2, 482 

Shops outside the UK 

190 

2, 329 

* Trading net income in 2010 

Beginning: IGD Retail Analysis 

Possible effects of Terry Leahy ‘ s surrender on Tesco 

Potential Loss of Momentum 
The most important impact of Sir Leahy ‘ s surrender as Tesco ‘ s CEO will be

possible loss of impulse. He became the first Chief executive officer to hold 

risen from the underside to the top, the cognition he ‘ s go forthing with is 

invaluable. Tesco is about on the brink of universe laterality and for the adult

male mostly responsible for such meteorologic rise to go forth at such 
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important clip will impact negatively on the forward March of the 

organisation. The company has reached a critical phase in its push towards 

going the figure one retail company in the universe by suppressing the US 

market. At a clip when Tesco faces its strongest rival in Wal-Mart on their ain

sod, the experience of Sir Leahy would hold come in ready to hand. After a 

successfully proving the American market for eventual entry, Tesco needs all

the encephalons and dedication it can rally. Enormous force per unit area will

come to bear on the following Chief executive officer to follow in the 

successful footfalls of his predecessor and suppress new districts. Time is of 

critical kernel if Tesco is remain at the top of UK Retail and among the top in 

the universe. The longer it takes for the new adult male to province the 

strategic way he ‘ s taking, the more impulse will be lost since the 

competition will non be sitting idle. The lone manner to debar any possible 

loss of impulse is to follow through the bing scheme to its logical decision 

with alterations along the manner. As the expression goes ; if it ai n’t broke, 

do n’t repair it. As the universe bit by bit recovers from the planetary 

recognition crunch with its attendant recession in the major economic 

systems, every determination taken now will impact greatly on the future 

chances of Tesco. Momentum is good when you have it but, hard to retrieve 

when you lose it. Tesco must be aware of the fact that they ‘ re on class to 

accomplish illustriousness and hence stick to what works for them and non 

alter things for the interest of it. 

High Degree of Uncertainty 
Over the old ages, Sir Terry Leahy has been known for his work moralss, 

openness and participatory attack to direction where everyone is given the 
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chance to portion their concerns and parts towards the growing and 

sustainability of the organisation. He has established good relationship and 

resonance with all stakeholders across all degrees of the concern. He 

listened to the concerns of providers and clients likewise. As the new CEO 

comes in, there will be a grade of apprehensiveness as employees, 

providers, clients and other stakeholders will non be certain the direction 

manner and relationship edifice attack that will be practiced by the new 

adult male. This will name for proactive and rapid response therefore 

pending issues and concerns which may originate in the meantime. If the 

replacement is non known in the industry, the stock market may respond 

negatively due to the fright of the unknown and whether he can retroflex and

better upon the success narrative of Sir Leahy. Since guess and perceptual 

experience mostly influences what happens on the trading floor, the initial 

statements and programs of action he outlines will travel a long manner to 

still the frights of the stock market and other industry participants. 

Employees and some direction members may non be comfy associating to 

the CEO as they may non be certain about his disposition and attack to pull 

offing people. If he happens to be more undertaking oriented, staff morale 

will travel down. He needs the right balance to keep both morale and gross 

revenues consequences. Above all client issues should be paramount. 

Customers used to Sir Leahy ‘ s manner of interacting with them 

reciprocated it with high trueness degrees. They will anticipate similar 

relationship with new CEO and other direction members. 
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Frontal Competitor Attack 
Sir Leahy was seen as the captain of a successful squad who played an huge 

function in the accomplishment of the squad. He has become synonymous 

with accomplishing and even transcending marks over the old ages which 

has earned him legion awards from fellow industry participants and outside 

the industry. As the captain exits the squad, rivals will get down to re-

strategize to place possible failings and mount an onslaught of their ain 

( www. managementtoday. com ) . On the place sod of UK, their chief rivals (

Sainsbury and Wal-Mart as Asda ) will hold excess motive to mount frontal 

onslaughts with the hope that there are deficiency of continuity and a period 

of uncertainness. Other participants like the renascent Safeway and other 

retail mercantile establishments in both the nutrient and non-food class will 

be more confident of taking on Tesco. Management must as a affair of 

urgency trade with any sensed failing originating from the issue of Sir Leahy.

They must be as a affair of necessity, continue with policies and programs 

started by the out gone CEO which have non run their class but are 

accomplishing consequences before new steps are implemented. There 

should be no sensed vacuity for rivals to work through pouching of skilled 

and experient staff and causation clients to exchange. To avoid this, the new

CEO should take decisive actions quickly to be seen to be in charge. As the 

assorted economic systems across the Earth Begin to come out of recession, 

most transnational and planetary companies are re-strategizing to bring on 

growing in their operations. The timing of Sir Leahy ‘ s surrender unluckily 

coincides with the renewed attempts of rivals to interest a claim for the 

available market portion. The above discussed effects which may originate 

as a consequence of Sir Leahy ‘ s surrender can be migrated through the 
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designation of cardinal stakeholders and the motive of same. This will be 

discussed farther. Motivation can be defined as “ an internal province. . . 

giving rise to a desire or force per unit area to move ” ( Westwood, 1992, p. 

288 ) 

Key Stakeholder 

Motivational Tool 
Employees- It is the corporate attempt of all staff that leads to the successful

execution of any scheme taking to gross revenues growing and subsequent 

market laterality. 

Incentives as described by Frederick Herzberg ( Harvard Business Review, 

September-October 1987 ) are factors that should be present if employees 

are to run at their upper limit capacity. Examples which have introduced and 

should go on are ; 

Management by walking approximately. Much argument on human resource 

direction ( and its fluctuations ) has centred on the function of a specialist 

leading map in concern administrations following innovatory, high trust work 

dealingss. Histories of successful “ leaders, heroes and main executive 

officers ” are readily available ( Pettigrew and Whipp, 1991, p. 139 ) , about 

all of which claim to decide the tensenesss inherent in the employment 

relationship by replacing high trust work 

dealingss for asymmetric dealingss of power, domination and coercion. 
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Senior directors should go on to do frequent visits to the store floor and 

interact with junior staff. Greater attempts should be made to listen more to 

understand their concerns. ( www. managementtoday. com ) 

Opportunity for promotion. Less bureaucratism and a clear way to 

advancement where junior staff know what they need to make and the 

preparation plans available to them to derive publicity. Equally many as 10, 

000 employees are given the chance to be trained and promoted within a 

twelvemonth. ( www. managementtoday. com ) 

Incentive strategies. The fact that staff become stockholders through the 

Save As You Earn scheme is extremely actuating. This had created over 100,

000 employees being stockholders and gives them the feel good factor of 

working for a company you ‘ re a portion proprietor. ( www. 

managementtoday. com ) 

Fairness to all. Every employee should cognize the laid down regulations and

be assured of equity should they fall short of the regulations. All staff should 

be treated every bit at all times irrespective of their background in line with 

the company ‘ s vision and policy of non-discrimination. 

Customers – Net income devising concerns exist to function clients 

productively. Tesco could non hold come this far without its loyal client base 

across the Earth. The Tesco trade name can now be seen even in states 

where they have no mercantile establishments as travellers use their 

merchandises. In this epoch of intense competition where clients are spoilt 

for pick, the importance of client keeping and trueness can non be over-

emphasized. Tesco must therefore make all it can to retain bulk of bing 
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clients as they look to spread out into new districts in order to stay in front of

the competition. 

Sir Leahy initiated plans to enable him understand the demands of their 

clients. This led to the study of 250, 000 clients across the UK. ( www. 

managementtoday. com ) . The consequences led to a differentiated attack 

to retailing as against their major rival, Sainsbury. The undermentioned steps

were taken based on the result of the study which should be continued and if

possible improved upon. 

One halt store. In order to supply convenience to clients, Tesco moved off 

from merely being a food market store to carrying all types of goods from 

electrical to fiscal. This provides a different shopping experience to clients as

the household can travel spend clip together to the benefit of all household 

members. 

Clubcard trueness strategy. Reward strategy for clients based on the 

frequence of purchase. Points accumulated can be used to buy points. 

Metro stores. The gap of smaller, higher street stores within assorted 

communities meets clients demand for propinquity and handiness. This 

enables Tesco to be closer to their clients and vie with Corner stores, 

Management should transport out regular studies to be cognizant of the 

altering demands of their clients in order to run into their demands. 

Farmers – Food subdivision of Tesco ‘ s concern brings in the most gross. 

Farmers hence form an built-in portion of the success or otherwise of the 
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company. Keeping reciprocally good relationship with them will see the 

endurance of Tesco. 

Motivating husbandmans can be done in assorted ways ; 

Giving them guaranteed monetary values for their green goods to promote 

them to bring forth to their capacity. 

Tesco should non utilize its size and fiscal backup to strong-arm them into 

accepting lower monetary values for their green goods. The company should 

ever pay just monetary values in order non to impoverish the husbandmans. 

General public – Mercantile establishments are located in localities where 

non all abode may be clients. Tesco should be aware of this fact and handle 

the remainder of the community as if they were direct clients. 

Effective societal duty plan will heighten the corporate image of the 

company within the countries of operation and beyond. The company should 

do witting attempts to back up good classs to make with clime alteration and

just trade. 

Government – Through ordinance and other steps, province bureaus operate 

to advance just competition and guarantee companies run into their fiscal 

and other duties to the province. 

Tax is the chief gross coevals tool for the province. It is incumbent upon 

Tesco to run into their duties seasonably and accurately. 
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Fair competition. It is in the involvement of the general populace that the 

province prevents any company going a monopoly. Tesco should hold this in 

head in their enlargement programs non to be seen as forestalling 

competition which will damage their corporate image. 

Consumer associations – Since they influence the buying behaviour of 

consumers, their sentiments can non be ignored by any concern which wants

to turn and last the competition. 

Some of the issues such bureaus are largely concerned about are ; 

Fair pricing. The chief concern is that, providers get just monetary value for 

their green goods and consumers pay just monetary value for what they buy.

Proper labeling. The right information should ever be provided for consumers

to do up their heads from the place of holding all the needed information. 

Using the recent economic recognition crunch and its attendant recession as 

bases for comparing, the direction manner of Sir Terry Leahy could be said to

be more appropriate to acquire companies out of crisis than the more 

autocratic attack in a company like British Airways. The hearing and 

participatory attack strains assurance and a sense of shared duty when 

economic conditions take a bend for the worst. When the demand for cost 

film editing steps originate, employees look up to direction who sympathizes 

with them and are prepared to besides give in order for all to derive in future

when there Is an upturn in economic lucks. Schemes such as the Save As 

You Earn are more appropriate since the employees are more willing to 

travel along corporate schemes aimed at recovery. This is because ; they see
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their hereafter linked with the success or otherwise of the company. 

Monetary incentive which can be a short term incentive, may non work 

under hard economic conditions because ; marks may be seen non to be 

accomplishable as general backing beads during economic recession. If the 

marks are non accomplishable, employees lose the inducement to work 

harder. Companies may try cost film editing steps and for that ground, 

pecuniary wagess may hard to carry through on the portion of the company. 

It may non be just to compare the public presentation of British Air passages 

to that of Tesco during economic crisis as one is in retail and the other in air 

hose. But, the comparing can still be made since they all compete for the 

limited fiscal resource of consumers. It may look easier to give up going than

purchasing food markets, but within the same context, one can take 

between purchasing from a much cheaper retail merchant than Tesco. The 

fact that Tesco can even make better than mercantile establishments with 

smaller operating expense cost and who can sell goods cheaper, 

demonstrates the managerial acumen that Sir Leahy is made off. If British 

Airways had practiced such unfastened door policy that to some extent 

Virgin Atlantic patterns, it could hold gone a long manner to debar the 

industrial actions employees waged against direction even in a clip of crisis 

when they ‘ re expected to be supportive. The ground some concerns do 

good in a clip of planetary economic crisis while others do non, can be 

attributed to the relationship that had existed when things were much rosy. 

When direction see junior staff as spouses for development and for that affair

gives them their due, they will reciprocate the gesture when things take a 

bad bend. The fiscal public presentation of Tesco during the hard periods of 

the past three old ages is testament to the proactive manner Sir Leahy 
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managed the concern and the assurance he imbibed in the employees. It 

shows that unpredictable future happenings can non be stopped but its 

impact can be mitigated. 

Decision 
From the above treatment it can be concluded that Sir Terry Leahy ‘ s 

surrender can hold negative effects on Tesco but if this is otherwise 

managed good by Tesco, the company can still last the issue of Sir Terry 

Leahy ‘ s surrender. The cardinal mantra here is continuity and unfastened 

mindedness on the portion of the new CEO. 
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